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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the best-selling author of The Dog Stars comes the story of

two college students on a wilderness canoe trip—a gripping tale of a friendship tested by fire,

white water, and violence."A fiery tour de force … I could not put this book down. It truly was

terrifying and unutterably beautiful."—The Denver PostWynn and Jack have been best friends

since college orientation, bonded by their shared love of mountains, books, and fishing. Wynn

is a gentle giant, a Vermont kid never happier than when his feet are in the water. Jack is more

rugged, raised on a ranch in Colorado where sleeping under the stars and cooking on a fire

came as naturally to him as breathing. When they decide to canoe the Maskwa River in

northern Canada, they anticipate long days of leisurely paddling and picking blueberries, and

nights of stargazing and reading paperback Westerns. But a wildfire making its way across the

forest adds unexpected urgency to the journey.One night, with the fire advancing, they hear a

man and woman arguing on the fog-shrouded riverbank; the next day, a man appears on the

river, paddling alone. Is this the same man they heard? And if he is, where is the woman? From

this charged beginning, master storyteller Peter Heller unspools a headlong, heart-pounding

story of desperate wilderness survival.

An Ebook Tops Best Book of March 2019: Peter Heller has written three previous novels, but

he has been writing about the outdoors in magazines like Outside and Men’s Journal for much

longer. In The River Heller has drawn from all that experience to create an exciting, thoughtful,

and well-paced thriller about two friends paddling into trouble in northern Canada. A distant

wildfire is the first portent of danger. When the friends hear a man and woman arguing on the

foggy riverbank, they decide to warn them about the fire—but their search for the pair turns up

nothing. The next day a man appears solo on the river. Was he one of the people they heard

the day before? The River starts out as a leisurely backwoods paddle and inexorably picks up

speed before spilling readers down its cascade of an ending. This is a thriller, an adventure

novel, and a meditation on friendship, the outdoors, and something altogether deeper. As I

read, I felt like I had been waiting for this book without knowing it, and I fully expect The River

to persist as one of my favorite reads of 2019. --Chris Schluep, Ebook Tops Book

ReviewReviewEdgar Allan Poe Award Nominee"Utter joy... A suspenseful tale told with glorious

drama and lyrical flair." –Denise Mina, The New York Times Book Review"Urgent, visceral

writing--I couldn’t turn the pages fast enough. A beautiful, heartrending exploration of male

friendship."–Clare Mackintosh, bestselling author of Let Me Lie"[T]here is plenty of tension

here, but where Heller really scores is the extraordinarily high quality of his writing about the

natural world, which is lyrical and action-packed by turns."–Laura Wilson, The Guardian"A fiery

tour de force… [The River] recalls his debut, The Dog Stars, with its poetic, staccato sentences

and masterfully crafted prose… And what a story he tells… I could not put this book down. It

truly was terrifying and unutterably beautiful."–Alison Borden, The Denver Post"[A] poetic and

unnerving wilderness thriller… Full of rushing life and profound consequences. Every move

Jack and Wynn make along the river has the chance to kill them or those they’re trying to save,

and the result is a novel that sweeps you away, each page filled with wonder and awe for a

natural world we can quantify with science but can rarely predict with emotion."–Tod Goldberg,

USA Today "Heller puts his knowledge of canoeing and currents to fascinating use. He has

created indelible characters in Wynn and Jack, pals who are almost exact opposites: the



former a bearish galoot who’s convinced that people are basically good, and the latter a

pessimist who’s convinced that their only hope for salvation is to paddle as fast as they can."–

Ross Gray, Minneapolis Star Tribune"Another superbly crafted adventure-action-mystery

story… Reminiscent of James Dickey’s classic Deliverance… The beat of Heller’s novel builds

to a furious pace."–John Newlin, New York Journal of Books"Engaging...satisfying... Terse and

tight. Short, lyrical paragraphs are packed with action and keep the story moving along... Like a

lot of backcountry missions, the most compelling parts of the story aren’t necessarily the rapids

or the high-risk moves. Instead they’re the quiet moments where Wynn and Jack are coupling

their rods together and wading slowly through vivid, tannic streams."–Heather

Hansman,Outside Magazine“It is a rare literary feat when an author is able to marry plot and

prose with the soaring majesty that Heller achieves in The River.” –Drew Gallagher,

Fredericksburg Free Lance StarAbout the AuthorPETER HELLER is the national bestselling

author of Celine, The Painter, and The Dog Stars. The Painter was a finalist for the Los

Angeles Times Book Prize and won the prestigious Reading the West Book Award, shared in

the past by Western writers such as Cormac McCarthy and Terry Tempest Williams, and The

Dog Stars, which was published to critical acclaim and lauded as a breakout bestseller, has

been published in twenty-two languages to date. Heller is also the author of four nonfiction

books, including Kook: What Surfing Taught Me About Love, Life, and Catching the Perfect

Wave, which was awarded the National Outdoor Book Award for Literature. He holds an MFA

from the Iowa Writers' Workshop in poetry and fiction and lives in Denver, Colorado. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Prologue They had been smelling smoke for two days.At first they thought it was

another campfire and that surprised them because they had not heard the engine of a plane

and they had been traveling the string of long lakes for days and had not seen sign of another

person or even the distant movement of another canoe. The only tracks in the mud of the

portages were wolf and moose, otter, bear.The winds were west and north and they were

moving north so if it was another party they were ahead of them. It perplexed them because

they were smelling smoke not only in early morning and at night, but would catch themselves

at odd hours lifting their noses like coyotes, nostrils flaring.And then one evening they pulled up

on a wooded island and they made camp and fried a meal of lake trout on a driftwood fire and

watched the sun sink into the spruce on the far shore. Late August, a clear night becoming

cold. There was no aurora borealis, just the dense sparks of the stars blown from their own

ancient fire. They climbed the hill. They did not need a headlamp as they were used to moving

in the dark. Sometimes if they were feeling strong they paddled half the night. They loved how

the darkness amplified the sounds—the gulp of the dipping paddles, the knock of the wood

shaft against the gunwale. The long desolate cry of a loon. The loons especially. How they

hollowed out the night with longing.Tonight there was no loon and almost no wind and they

went up through tamarack and hemlock and a few large birch trees whose pale bark

fluoresced. At the top of the knoll they followed a game trail to a ledge of broken rock as if they

weren’t the first who had sought the view. And they saw it. They looked northwest. At first they

thought it was the sun, but it was far too late for any lingering sunset and there were no cities in

that direction for a thousand miles. In the farthest distance, over the trees, was an orange glow.

It lay on the horizon like the light from banked embers and it fluttered barely so they wondered

if it was their eyes and they knew it was a fire.A forest fire, who knew how far off or how big, but

bigger than any they could imagine. It seemed to spread over two quadrants and they didn’t

say a word but the silence of it and the way it seemed to breathe scared them to the bone. The

prevailing wind would push the blaze right to them. At the pace they were going they were at



least two weeks from the Cree village of Wapahk and Hudson Bay. When the most northerly

lake spilled into the river they would pick up speed but there was no way to shorten the

miles.*** On the morning after seeing the fire they did spot another camp. It was on the

northeastern verge of a wooded island and they swung out to it and were surprised that no one

was breaking down the large wall tent. No one was going anywhere. There was an old white-

painted square-stern woodstrip canoe on the gravel with a trolling motor clamped to the

transom and two men in folding lawn chairs, legs sprawled straight. Jack and Wynn beached

and hailed them and the men lifted their arms. They had a plastic fifth of Ancient Age bourbon

on the stones between the chairs. The heavier one wore a flannel shirt and square steel-

rimmed tinted glasses, the skinny one a Texans cap. Two spinning rods and a Winchester

Model 70 bolt-action rifle leaned against a pine.Jack said, “You-all see the fire?”The skinny one

said, “You-all see any pussy?” The men burst out laughing. They were drunk. Jack felt disgust,

but being drunk on a summer morning didn’t deserve a death sentence.Jack said, “There’s a

fire. Big-ass fire to the northwest. What you’ve been smelling the last few days.”Wynn said,

“You guys have a satellite phone?”That set them off again. When they were finished laughing,

the heavy one said, “You two need to chillax. Whyn’t you pull up a chair.” There were no extra

chairs. He lifted the bourbon by the neck between two fingers and rocked it toward them. Jack

held up a hand and the man shrugged and brought the fifth up, watching its progress intently

as though he was operating a crane. He drank. The lake was a narrow reach and if the fire

overran the western shore this island would not keep the men safe.“How’ve you been making

the portages?” Jack said. He meant the carries between the lakes. There were five lakes, string

ing south to north. Some of the lakes were linked by channels of navigable river, others by

muddy trails that necessitated unloading everything and carrying. The last lake flowed into the

river. It was a big river that meandered generally north a hundred and fifty miles to the Cree

village and the bay. Jack was not impressed with the men’s fitness level.“We got the wheely

thing,” the skinny man said. He made a sweeping gesture at the camp.“We got just about

everything,” the fat man said.“Except pussy.” The two let out another gust of laughter.Jack said,

“The fire’s upwind. There. We figure maybe thirty miles off. It’s a killer.”The fat man brought

them into focus. His face turned serious. “We got it covered,” he said. “Do you? It’s all copacetic

here. Whyn’t you have a drink?” He gestured at Wynn. “You, the big one—what’s your

name?”“Wynn.”“He’s the mean one, huh?” The fat man cocked his head at Jack. “What’s his

name? Go Home? Win or Go Home. Ha!” Wynn didn’t know what to say. Jack looked at them.

He said, “Well, you might get to high ground and take a look thataway one evening.” He pointed

across the lake. He didn’t think either of them would climb a hill or a tree. He waved, wished

them luck without conviction, and he and Wynn got in their canoe and left.***On the third day

after seeing the fire they were paddling the east shore of a lake called Blueberries. What it said

on the map, and it was an odd name and no way to make it sound right. Blueberries Lake. They

were paddling close to shore because the wind was up and straight out of the west and rocking

them badly. It was a strange morning: a hard frost early that lingered and then the wind rose up

and the black waves piled into them nearly broadside, rank on rank. The tops of the whitecaps

blew into the sides of their faces and the waves lapped over the port gunwale so that they

decided to surf into a cobble beach and they snapped on the spray deck that covered the open

canoe. But there was fog, too. The wind tore into a dense mist and did not blow it away. Neither

of them had ever seen anything like it.They were paddling close to shore and they heard

shouting. At first they thought it was birds or wolves. They didn’t know what. As with the fire,

they could not at first countenance the cause. Human voices were the last thing they expected

but that’s what it was. A man shouting and a woman’s remonstration, high and angry. The



cries shredded in the wind. Wynn half turned in the bow and pointed with his paddle, but only

for a second as they needed speed for headway or they would capsize. His gesture was a

question: Should we stop?An hour before, when they had beached to put on the spray skirt,

they had landed hard. Wynn was heavier and having his weight in front had helped in the wind,

but then they had surfed a wave into shore and thwomped onto the rocks, which thankfully

were smooth; if the beach had been limestone shale they would have broken the boat. It was a

dangerous maneuver.They could not make out the words, but the woman sounded furious and

the man did not sound menacing, just outraged. Jack shook his head. A couple might expect

privacy in their home, why shouldn’t they be granted the same in the middle of nowhere? They

could not see the figures or even the shore, but now and then there was an intimation of trees,

just a shadow in the tearing fog, a dark wall which they knew was the edge of the forest, and

they paddled on.  --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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GuideTo my father, John Heller,the best storyteller I ever heard.Who first took me out in small

boats,and who sang “Little Joe the Wrangler”and “Barbara Allen.”PROLOGUEThey had been

smelling smoke for two days.At first they thought it was another campfire and that surprised

them because they had not heard the engine of a plane and they had been traveling the string

of long lakes for days and had not seen sign of another person or even the distant movement

of another canoe. The only tracks in the mud of the portages were wolf and moose, otter,

bear.The winds were west and north and they were moving north so if it was another party they

were ahead of them. It perplexed them because they were smelling smoke not only in early

morning and at night, but would catch themselves at odd hours lifting their noses like coyotes,

nostrils flaring.And then one evening they pulled up on a wooded island and they made camp

and fried a meal of lake trout on a driftwood fire and watched the sun sink into the spruce on

the far shore. Late August, a clear night becoming cold. There was no aurora borealis, just the

dense sparks of the stars blown from their own ancient fire. They climbed the hill. They did not

need a headlamp as they were used to moving in the dark. Sometimes if they were feeling

strong they paddled half the night. They loved how the darkness amplified the sounds—the

gulp of the dipping paddles, the knock of the wood shaft against the gunwale. The long

desolate cry of a loon. The loons especially. How they hollowed out the night with

longing.Tonight there was no loon and almost no wind and they went up through tamarack and

hemlock and a few large birch trees whose pale bark fluoresced. At the top of the knoll they

followed a game trail to a ledge of broken rock as if they weren’t the first who had sought the

view. And they saw it. They looked northwest. At first they thought it was the sun, but it was far

too late for any lingering sunset and there were no cities in that direction for a thousand miles.



In the farthest distance, over the trees, was an orange glow. It lay on the horizon like the light

from banked embers and it fluttered barely so they wondered if it was their eyes and they knew

it was a fire.A forest fire, who knew how far off or how big, but bigger than any they could

imagine. It seemed to spread over two quadrants and they didn’t say a word but the silence of it

and the way it seemed to breathe scared them to the bone. The prevailing wind would push the

blaze right to them. At the pace they were going they were at least two weeks from the Cree

village of Wapahk and Hudson Bay. When the most northerly lake spilled into the river they

would pick up speed but there was no way to shorten the miles.On the morning after seeing

the fire they did spot another camp. It was on the northeastern verge of a wooded island and

they swung out to it and were surprised that no one was breaking down the large wall tent. No

one was going anywhere. There was an old white-painted square-stern woodstrip canoe on the

gravel with a trolling motor clamped to the transom and two men in folding lawn chairs, legs

sprawled straight. Jack and Wynn beached and hailed them and the men lifted their arms. They

had a plastic fifth of Ancient Age bourbon on the stones between the chairs. The heavier one

wore a flannel shirt and square steel-rimmed tinted glasses, the skinny one a Texans cap. Two

spinning rods and a Winchester Model 70 bolt-action rifle leaned against a pine.Jack said, “You-

all see the fire?”The skinny one said, “You-all see any pussy?” The men burst out laughing.

They were drunk. Jack felt disgust, but being drunk on a summer morning didn’t deserve a

death sentence.Jack said, “There’s a fire. Big-ass fire to the northwest. What you’ve been

smelling the last few days.”Wynn said, “You guys have a satellite phone?”That set them off

again. When they were finished laughing, the heavy one said, “You two need to chillax. Whyn’t

you pull up a chair.” There were no extra chairs. He lifted the bourbon by the neck between two

fingers and rocked it toward them. Jack held up a hand and the man shrugged and brought the

fifth up, watching its progress intently as though he was operating a crane. He drank. The lake

was a narrow reach and if the fire overran the western shore this island would not keep the

men safe.“How’ve you been making the portages?” Jack said. He meant the carries between

the lakes. There were five lakes, stringing south to north. Some of the lakes were linked by

channels of navigable river, others by muddy trails that necessitated unloading everything and

carrying. The last lake flowed into the river. It was a big river that meandered generally north a

hundred and fifty miles to the Cree village and the bay. Jack was not impressed with the men’s

fitness level.“We got the wheely thing,” the skinny man said. He made a sweeping gesture at

the camp.“We got just about everything,” the fat man said.“Except pussy.” The two let out

another gust of laughter.Jack said, “The fire’s upwind. There. We figure maybe thirty miles off.

It’s a killer.”The fat man brought them into focus. His face turned serious. “We got it covered,” he

said. “Do you? It’s all copacetic here. Whyn’t you have a drink?” He gestured at Wynn. “You, the

big one—what’s your name?”“Wynn.”“He’s the mean one, huh?” The fat man cocked his head

at Jack. “What’s his name? Go Home? Win or Go Home. Ha!”Wynn didn’t know what to say.

Jack looked at them. He said, “Well, you might get to high ground and take a look thataway one

evening.” He pointed across the lake. He didn’t think either of them would climb a hill or a tree.

He waved, wished them luck without conviction, and he and Wynn got in their canoe and

left.On the third day after seeing the fire they were paddling the east shore of a lake called

Blueberries. What it said on the map, and it was an odd name and no way to make it sound

right. Blueberries Lake. They were paddling close to shore because the wind was up and

straight out of the west and rocking them badly. It was a strange morning: a hard frost early that

lingered and then the wind rose up and the black waves piled into them nearly broadside, rank

on rank. The tops of the whitecaps blew into the sides of their faces and the waves lapped over

the port gunwale so that they decided to surf into a cobble beach and they snapped on the



spray deck that covered the open canoe. But there was fog, too. The wind tore into a dense

mist and did not blow it away. Neither of them had ever seen anything like it.They were

paddling close to shore and they heard shouting. At first they thought it was birds or wolves.

They didn’t know what. As with the fire, they could not at first countenance the cause. Human

voices were the last thing they expected but that’s what it was. A man shouting and a woman’s

remonstration, high and angry. The cries shredded in the wind. Wynn half turned in the bow

and pointed with his paddle, but only for a second as they needed speed for headway or they

would capsize. His gesture was a question: Should we stop?An hour before, when they had

beached to put on the spray skirt, they had landed hard. Wynn was heavier and having his

weight in front had helped in the wind, but then they had surfed a wave into shore and

thwomped onto the rocks, which thankfully were smooth; if the beach had been limestone

shale they would have broken the boat. It was a dangerous maneuver.They could not make out

the words, but the woman sounded furious and the man did not sound menacing, just

outraged. Jack shook his head. A couple might expect privacy in their home, why shouldn’t they

be granted the same in the middle of nowhere? They could not see the figures or even the

shore, but now and then there was an intimation of trees, just a shadow in the tearing fog, a

dark wall which they knew was the edge of the forest, and they paddled on.CHAPTER

ONEThe two of them loved paddling in storm. With the spray deck sealing the canoe they felt

safe as long as they did not broach sideways, and they struck out away from the shadows and

sounds of shore. The compass heading was redundant as long as they kept the breaking

waves on the port quarter. They could take heavy water but a capsize away from land would kill

them, so they were very careful to power through the whitecaps at an angle. They both paddled

on their knees to keep the center of gravity low. It was exhausting. Then the wind died all at

once as if throttled and in less than half an hour the lake glassed off and they felt suspended in

fog. They moved within a moving nimbus in which only a few yards of black water were visible

in any direction, and the pale fog drifted in tatters like stubborn smoke. The water whispered

along the hull and it had a silver sheen that reminded Wynn of rayon. All of it was dreamlike; he

thought of a Poe novel he had read in which the castaways are pulled toward the South Pole

and the current they are riding gets warmer and calmer as they go.Wynn stopped paddling. As

the bowman today he set the pace and so Jack quit paddling too and they glided. The boat was

sleek Kevlar, nineteen feet, and with a V’d hull in bow and stern it glided straight. There was

something satisfying in a cessation of paddling on smooth water. It was like watching a flock of

ducks all stop beating at once and sail over a bank of trees on extended wings.“That was

weird,” Jack said.“Fucking A. Which part?”“I can tick them off,” Jack said. He set the paddle

across the spray deck and pried a tin of Skoal out of his shirt’s breast pocket. He was soaked

from spray, but Jack never wore a rain jacket when he was paddling because he said he got

just as wet from sweat, even in the breathable stuff. He also didn’t use bug dope, on principle.

He tucked a pinch into his lip. “Let’s see: Wind and fog together, that’s a first. Oh yeah, and

frost. The sudden calm. The shouts. And this. This is kinda weird.”Wynn didn’t say anything.

They were still gliding and something about the near silence was like a sacrament. He stuck a

finger in the dark water and it was still cold, probably near forty degrees, and he watched his

finger cut a small V-wake. It was the only sure sign of motion. “I was thinking of that story by

Poe,” he said finally. “Arthur Gordon Pym.”“Yeah, right?” Jack spat. “I wonder who they were. It

sounded like a couple.”“Maybe we’ll see them again.”“I hope not. All morning I’ve been

wondering if we should’ve stopped.”“To tell them about the fire?”“Yeah.”“It would’ve been dicey,”

Wynn said. He meant to surf in—and what if the beach had been broken limestone? They

called any open shoreline that ran smoothly to the water a beach.Jack said, “I was thinking



maybe we should have stopped and tried to hail them.”They drifted. “Want some lunch?” Wynn

said.“Okay. I guess we’re good with the deck.”They unbuttoned the spray deck from its cleats

and Jack rummaged in the day bag and pulled out a brick of sharp cheddar, a dry summer

sausage, and a Ziploc full of half-broken Triscuits. He sat up on the cane seat. There was a

small cutting board in the bag, too, and Jack flipped open his clip knife and set the board on his

knees and sliced the cheese and sausage.They were best friends at Dartmouth who had

decided to take the summer and fall quarters off. They had worked as wilderness instructors for

an outdoor program in the Adirondacks all June and July, and they decided to blow half their

savings on the flights in and out of the river in the old Otter floatplane. Neither was attached.

Jack had broken up with his high school sweetheart in the spring. She lived in the Fraser valley

of Colorado, near Granby, where Jack’s family had their small ranch.Wynn had not had a girl

since junior year at the Putney School in Vermont. It was kind of a fancy boarding school, but

his family lived three miles away and he was a day student. He’d dated the daughter of a movie

star, who’d found him exotic and rustic, and he told Jack he had known it wouldn’t work when

he went home with her to Malibu during spring break and they’d all gone out to brunch on a

weekday and the star mother and the daughter ordered eggs Florentine and he’d asked what it

was and both their heads swiveled and the mother said, “Wynn, it’s like Benedict but with

spinach instead of Canadian bacon.” She’d adjusted her glasses. “Benedict?” she’d said. “Yes?

No?” and they’d both burst out laughing and Keri had reached over and patted him on the

shoulder. He knew what eggs Benedict was. He said the pat burned like a brand and that

afternoon he’d changed his flight and flown home. It was sugaring season anyway, one of his

favorite times, and he helped his father boil in the little sugar shack along Sawyer

Brook.Sometimes they boiled all night. At dawn the sun washed the patchy snow in a rose

light, and the daybreak wind rattled the dried leaves of the oaks and the bare branches of the

maples, and he heard the rush of the snowmelt brook, the songs of the nuthatch. The fire

crackled under the long pan of clear sap and he and his dad didn’t say much, but he was

aware enough—he’d read enough fiction, he guessed—to realize that these might be the best

hours he and his father ever spent together.He also came to see in the long hours of trying to

work through his heartache that maybe he had been just as ruthlessly shallow and

opportunistic as she had been: she’d wanted to indulge in a local boy who wore flannel shirts

and could fish and cut wood and was as at home sleeping under the stars as she was in a five-

star suite, and he’d wanted to date the daughter of a star who moved through the world like a

different species. But really she was just a young girl who was far from home and probably

scared, and he was much more cultured than he let on and had spent more hours in the art

museums of Boston and New York than he cared to admit. He just had never had eggs

Florentine.He came to the conclusion one morning walking the sugarbush of Dusty Ridge that

he and Keri had never really been friends and that they had rarely laughed. That was

sad.Jack’s story was simpler. He had known Cheryl since second grade, when her father came

to the valley to take over as police chief, and they were best friends, and now she wanted to

get married and have kids and he realized that she was the best kind of woman and that he

was already bored. He’d written her the Dear Jill letter in May, and when he’d said he hoped

they remained friends forever he meant it.So both Jack and Wynn had digested their share of

bewilderment, and maybe there was a heavy place like a stone inside each of them. Wynn

would never admit that he’d been in love and that Keri’s scorn had been a gut punch. Or that

maybe he hadn’t dated in the first two years of college because he was gun-shy.They drifted.

Jack kept slicing the cheese and the sausage until there was none left. They ate like wolves.

The good thing about a canoe trip is that they didn’t have to be shy about provisions. They had



two three-foot plastic barrels stuffed with enough food probably to get by even if they never

caught another fish.“They must be paddling down to Wapahk,” Jack said. That was the village

they were headed for: the plan was to paddle this last lake that emptied into the river, then the

river for a couple of weeks, then take out at the little settlement at the mouth of Hudson Bay.“Or

they’re just paddling the lakes up here and they’ll get picked up. Them and the drunks.”They

thought about that. It occurred to them, though neither of them spoke it, that with the fire

coming the safest thing would be to catch a flight out of Blueberries Lake. They’d flown in to the

first lake on floats and they could take off on them, too. Because this evening or tomorrow

morning this most northerly lake would pour into a river. And when they left the lake behind and

paddled into the tongue of current that became the Maskwa there would be no going back.

They would ride the swift V of moving water into the channel and they would be committed to

paddling all the way to Hudson Bay. There would be nowhere on the large but constricted river

to land a floatplane until they were near the mouth in two weeks. But. They could not stay up

on the lake because they had no radio or sat phone to contact the airfield in Pickle Lake for a

pickup—or any airfield. Or anyone, if they needed a rescue. They’d talked about it in planning

the trip and decided that modern communications had made true adventure a thing of the past.

Plus, they couldn’t afford a sat phone.They drifted in the fog. The lightest breeze from the

northwest carried the sharp scent that was different from the smell of the woodstoves, which

was so familiar in the valleys where they had grown up. It was heavier with char and smelled

darker somehow.“Maybe they have a phone,” Wynn ventured. They drifted.Jack said, “You think

we should abort?”Wynn shrugged.They had paddled many rivers together in the two years

they’d known each other, and climbed a lot of peaks. Sometimes one had more appetite for

danger, sometimes the other. There was a delicate but strong balance of risk versus caution in

their team thinking, with the roles often fluid, and it’s what made them such good partners. Jack

would not disrespect his friend by belittling his concern. He said, “We’ve made a lot of effort to

get here, huh?”“Yep.”“But nobody wants to get overrun by a megafire.”“Nope.”“Want a chocolate

bar?” Jack said.“Sure.”They could barely feel the breeze on their left ears and cheeks and it

moved the fog over the water with a timeless languor as if there never had been a time without

fog and there would never be one again. It seemed to be lightening.“If they aren’t getting picked

up and they are planning to head downriver, we should tell the couple about the fire,” Wynn

said. He handed his wrapper to Jack, who crumpled it and tucked it into a mesh pocket slung

on one of the barrels. They’d burn the wrappers tonight. “Everyone going downriver is going to

want to hustle.”Jack blew through his cheeks. “We’ll lose half a day, huh?” He picked up his

paddle from where he’d slid it into the pocket of the bow.“Yep.”“Well, let’s lose it then.”They

spun the canoe against the light resistance of the false keel, spun it on the smooth water as if

on a spindle, and straightened out and dug in. Back the way they had come. Without the wind

and waves to provide the angle of a heading, Jack used the compass and held a course of 170

degrees and they paddled back into the mist to warn the other party.The fog did lift. It seemed

to lighten and clear within minutes, vanishing into the crisp morning as if it had never existed,

and the sky was cloudless and an autumn blue. The clarity of the air was like putting on

magnifying glasses: every trunk of every birch tree seemed to stand out against the backdrop

of tamarack, of spruce, and there were touches of yellow at the edges of the limbs, and some

of the tamarack needles were the faded colors of fall grass. The pink fireweed along the shore

beneath the trees popped as in a painting. Overnight it seemed summer had surrendered to

fall. It was beautiful and it scared them both. All the whitewater was ahead of them, and it

would be much safer if the warmer days of late summer persisted. They had brought wetsuits,

but they’d heard about expeditions getting overrun by early snow or cold and men dying. It had



happened on a now-famous canoe trip of six Dartmouth men in 1955 up on the Dubawnt when

the leader, named Art Moffatt, had died after a long swim through a rapid in freezing weather.

Up here there was no predicting the timing of the seasons and they had picked their window for

the chance of lowest water and warmest days; also, it was when their jobs had ended.They

paddled. Jack hummed. He usually hummed when he paddled, bars of old cowboy songs his

father had sung to him like “Streets of Laredo” and “Little Joe the Wrangler” and “Barbara

Allen.” Also Sky Ferreira and Drake and Solange; Wynn appreciated the range.A few days back

they had been paddling between two islands on Lake Sorrow and Wynn in the stern had seen

something in the water. It was big and it was cutting a wake like a small boat. He stared.

Whatever it was, it was traveling toward the same island on which they’d planned to make

camp. Jack was humming and partly singing in snatches Wyclef Jean’s “Guantanamera”: “I’m

standing at the bar smoking a Cuban cigar…Hey yo I think she’s eyein’ me from afar…” Wynn

squinted in the stern and made out the rack of a moose. Huge. It must have been, it looked big

even from that distance. Two miles from the nearest shore. Great. They’d be sharing a little

island with a comfortably amphibious bull moose. At least it wasn’t rut season yet. “Hey, hey

Jack, look at that. Damn.” He didn’t know why he was whispering. Jack kept humming, lost in

some reverie. “Hey.” Hum, murmur, a snatch of rap. “Hey! Dude!” Jack had turned, startled.“Do

you know you hum all day?”“I do?”“Yep. And we’re gonna have company.” Wynn pointed with

his paddle.“Crap, is that a moose?” Jack laughed. “Too bad we can’t harness the fucker like a

reindeer. Look at him haul the mail. Must be going four knots.”They had decided to camp on the

island anyway and had no problem coexisting that night. The south shore had a cove full of

duckweed and they’d walked around quietly and watched him feed. Just before full dark they’d

been sitting at the fire drinking late coffee and Jack had whistled soundless and Wynn had

turned and they saw the moose standing at the edge of the woods watching, and he seemed

forlorn, as if he wanted to join them. He had clearly never seen a human before.Now, with the

fog lifted and the air lens-clear and cold, they thought they’d have no problem spotting the

couple’s camp, but they couldn’t. It occurred to them that maybe there’d been more than two.

Two people. Maybe it had been an entire expedition camped on the east shore and all they’d

heard was the shouting of the couple down on the beach. Maybe the man and the woman had

walked away from the group to argue. But then it would have been even easier to spot the

colorful tents of this other party, or to see the string of canoes making their way north to the

lake’s outlet and the true river, but they didn’t. They didn’t see a thing.They saw the patches of

bright fireweed and the wall of woods, and shallow bays with stony beaches sometimes backed

by fringes of tall tawny grass; they saw rocky coves with deadfall spruce lying across black

boulders and bleached like bones, and low patches of vegetation between the rocks on the

shore that they knew were lowbush blueberries.If they were tempted to stop and pick they

didn’t say it. They were feeling pressured now. What they had wanted by giving themselves

almost a month, more, to cross the lakes and run the river was a voyage with no hard end date.

They left the flight out from Wapahk open-ended—they’d call when they got to the village—and

they’d planned a leisurely pace with short days whenever they wanted. With layovers in camp

to hike, to hunt if they felt like it, to forage for berries, to rest and smoke their pipes and take

their ease like Huck Finn or Stubb—the pipes were anachronistic and they loved them, to

recline in camp and puff a vanilla tobacco mix made them feel like old explorers. They

hungered to immerse themselves in the country without the hurry of a jammed itinerary. They’d

even left their watches, trusting their sense of time to the sun and stars when they could see

them and to their bodies’ rhythms when they couldn’t. Most of their previous river trips had

been a hustle, because they were students with jobs and so their time off was short. They



wanted to try this, to feel what it was actually like to live in the landscape a little. But now

everything had changed. The fire they’d seen the other night and the early frost had changed

it.They paddled back a hundred and seventy degrees from the way they’d come, which angled

them toward shore, and they thought it was odd that they hadn’t seen any sign of a recent

camp or crossed tracks with another canoe. A small tributary creek wound out of the woods

and across a broader beach and they decided to stop and make a fire and have tea and think

about things. Normally they might have fished the side slough but now they didn’t. It was a

darker color than the lake which had hued to an opaque green in the early-afternoon sun. The

creek was brown with tannin, and they’d often had luck catching brookies in the smaller

tributaries, but neither of them pulled out his rod.There was plenty of wood. They were on the

leeward shore and the driftwood wracked up on the stone beach like the flotsam of a tide line.

There were the skeletons of fir trees that silvered smooth and hard, and the carcasses of birch

that rotted, still sheathed in their skins of powdery white bark. Piles of smaller sticks seasoned

in the sun and wind and they cracked over Jack’s knee like a gunshot. He gathered an armload

while Wynn stood in his rubber Wellington boots a few feet into the water and scanned with his

binocs up and down the shore and over the jade water toward the mouth of the outlet. Jack

noticed that he often did that—stood a foot deep in the shallows when he could just as easily

have stood on shore—and it amused him. Just as Jack was comfortable with heights and

exposure, Wynn loved to be immersed whenever he could, and never minded the chaos of

whitewater—it’s when he seemed to come most alive. The same for fishing: Jack would rather

fish a river from the dry bow of an oar boat, while Wynn preferred to be thigh-deep in a stiff

current and wading. Jack chalked it up to landscapes of origin—he was raised in the heart of

the Rocky Mountains and that’s where he was comfortable. High desert, higher peaks. Wynn’s

world had been a country of brooks and rivers, ponds, lakes; a world of water.Wynn kept a

finger on the focus knob and moved the binocs over the northern shore. He could not actually

see the cut where the lake emptied but he knew where it was from the map. It was beside the

hump of a glacial moraine that in another epoch had been a pile of tumbled rocks and was now

softened with moss and trees. They had been so close to it earlier in the morning and it was

now about five miles distant. It’s where the river started, and a mile and a half down the river

were the first big falls, a terrible stepped rapid that had killed four canoers last year who had

missed the mandatory portage on river right. But it was very swift water above the drop and the

left bank was a sheer ledge with no place to pull out. One of the biggest warnings in any

description of the entire river was to be far to the right in the mile below the lake.A pair of

mergansers winged into the field of Wynn’s glasses and out of it, beating fast southward. He

scanned east and caught a big raptor circling; he followed it and it flashed white and he was

sure it was a bald eagle hunting.But no canoe. Wynn gave up, and Jack knew what he was

going to do next and he did. He set the binocs on the rocks where they wouldn’t dangle off his

neck and then he squatted and began prospecting for stones up and down the beach. He

gathered armloads. Not just rocks but sticks, two feathers, probably osprey and crow—and he

knelt and stacked the stones into two piles, less like cairns than funeral mounds, and

channeled the water around them and lay the feathers in the channels like boats. “Longboats,”

he muttered to himself, but Jack heard him. “Like a Viking funeral.” If Jack hummed, Wynn

talked to himself, especially while making his Thingamajigs. What Jack called them. Wynn was

crazy about Goldsworthy, the environmental sculptor, and was in awe of the ethic of ephemeral

art, from Buddhist sandpainting to the sapling moons of Jay Mead. The untethering of ego: the

purity of creating something that wouldn’t even be around to sign in a matter of hours or days.

What that said about ownership and the impermanence of all things. He was less impressed



with the extravagant shroudings of Christo, which he thought were grandiose and

domineering.Squatting there at water’s edge, Wynn reminded Jack of a little kid at the beach

with a bucket and pail. He was just as absorbed and happy. “Aren’t you even going to take a

picture?”Wynn looked up, shrugged. He had a goofy smile, like someone caught in the act of

talking seriously to a chipmunk.Jack started a fire. It popped and blazed and he dipped the

kettle and arranged two flat rocks beside the flames and with a stick he raked coals and

burning sticks into the gap, over which he placed the pot. The water boiled fast and he flipped

up the wire handle with his stick and lifted it onto one of the rocks and went to the canoe and

dug tea and brown sugar from a plastic box they used as a day bag. There were two

emergency blankets and waterproof matches and a tube of firestarter in the bottom of it. And a

packet of food, rolled oats and sugar, power bars, freeze-dried fruit, and a few meals; enough

for maybe three days for the two of them. Also a signaling mirror and a small compass with no

bezel. He dropped the tea bags into the kettle and sat on a smooth log in the bright sun and

watched the lake.There is no place I’d rather be, he thought. And also: Something is not right.

He could feel it on the back of his neck, almost the way the hair prickles and rises just before a

lightning storm in the Never Summers back home. Just before he stepped into a Montana

clearing straight into the glare of a grizzly. He’d always had it, that sixth sense—some people do

—and he thought it had saved his bacon more than once. He’d had it the morning he was

eleven and a young mare had stumbled on the slick rock of an angled slab above a raging

summer creek. Now he felt the heat rise in his neck and he shoved the image away.He

breathed. Nothing more peaceful, he thought, than right now. He could hear bees humming in

the fireweed and asters behind him. The tea was brewing, the lake glassed off, a white sun

hung midway to the woods and warmed the stony shore. His clothes were almost completely

dry. His best friend was thirty feet away, evidently just as content. Nothing better than this. What

he liked to say to himself.There was no plume of smoke to the west, the wind there must have

shifted. Here there was barely any breeze, the pale smoke of their fire stirred almost straight

upward and thinned and vanished before it reached the height of the spruce. But it bothered

him, the feeling. They should be now very close to the place on the shore where they’d heard

the shouting and there was nothing, no sign.
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Curtis G, “If Peter Heller published a grocery list, I’d read it. As a fan of post-apocalyptic fiction,

I devoured “The Dog Stars” and then started gifting copies to my reader friends. When he

published “The Painter,” I read it immediately and it didn’t disappoint.I’m a guy. I like guy stuff.

Heller writes about guys doing stuff—surviving after a worldwide calamity; communing with

nature and killing a bad guy (unintentionally; he had it coming!); navigating a dangerous river

and saving a woman in distress—so I’m in.“The River” is streamlined, coming in at around 250

pages. I read it in a couple of sessions, squeezing it into my schedule as often as possible.

There’s no discernable fluff. It feels intimate and reminded me of Tim O’Brien’s work in its

limited scope. The way Heller tells the story—it’s not a straightforward A to B journey; there are

turns and backtracking and changes of pace—reflects the river itself. It starts at a meandering

pace and quickly picks up speed.Heller writes with an authority born of experience. Everything

feels completely authentic. So much texture. I think I said much the same in my review for “The

Painter,” but his writing and his eye for detail really remind me of James Dickey’s “Deliverance.”

Dickey was a poet who brought his keen eye for nature to novel writing and created a fictional

touchstone that most stories of canoeing down a river will naturally be compared to, which is

why I was surprised and pleased that Heller mentions “Deliverance” and name-checks Dickey.

(Skip this if you're concerned about possible spoilers. Something occurred to me a few days

after I finished the book and had some time to digest it. I was ultimately satisfied with the

book's resolution, but I think it might have been more interesting for the "less manly" character

to have had to step up to resolve the central conflict. As-is, it's fairly straightforward and

unsurprising, and not much of an arc. There's circularity and *some* closure for the protagonist

in terms of what's haunting him, but the resolution of the conflict doesn't specifically "kill his

ghost." C'est la vie.)"The River" is another winner from Heller. He is an amazingly talented

writer and I would be pleased to read anything he put out.”

Linda C., “Remarkable book - one I will remember for a long time. The River tells the story of

two young men, friends since childhood, who face an ever increasing series of threats while on

what should have been a carefree end of summer canoe trip.The description of the most

obvious threat, a huge forest fire, was breathtaking. I could smell the fire, hear its voice and

see its power.The other threats are equally well described and I read with fascination and

dread as the story advanced.The River explores the themes of friendship, responsibility, loss,

love and endurance. I recommend it highly.My only complaint is that the author uses too many

incomplete sentence fragments. I’ll read a sentence and be jerked out of the story as I try to

make sense of what appears to be a sentence but without a verb. Or a noun. (This is my

example of his writing.). He uses it instead of employing a semicolon or a hyphen. I found it

annoying and bothersome.”

Tony Hayden, “A Review of the Writer.. Turning to page one of a Peter Heller novel is

commensurate with beginning a long awaited vacation to a secluded beach on a desert island.

Left alone with a singular voice in your head, free to explore the foggy reaches of an excitable

imagination. It is easy to compare Peter Heller to Jack London, or Jonathan Swift, or Stephen

Crane, but it is also careless to do so. Peter Heller has earned his own position among these

great authors and he steps past them with his innate ability to capture that deep loneliness that

resides in each one of us. That drive to be honorable and good and always...always



undiscovered. I am in awe of this writer's genius and I will continue to seek out and relish in his

works.”

dustylee, “Great writing, Compelling narrative. I picked up this book both because i enjoy

outdoor adventure stories, but also because i took a 10-day canoe trip in that area at camp as

an adolescent, and it was a formative experience in many ways. However, I stayed with the

novel (which I read rather quickly) because of the poetic descriptions of the river, the ferocity of

fire, and the remarkable relationship between the two young men. It recalled both Jack London

and Jon Krakauer in its capacity to maintain a slow developing sense of suspense, while never

losing sight of the miraculous power of nature. I immediately wanted to go back to the

Canadian boundary waters and embark on a similar, yet safer, adventure.”

D. Beecher, “Thrilling action-adventure.. I have been longing for a good action adventure

recently and this really hit the spot. It's fast paced, with great characterisation and poetic

description of the natural world, modern Jack London. However towards the end there is a

point where the author chose to cut away to tell the end of the story in a different way. It felt

wrong to me and I take off a star for that. I am still happy to highly recommend this book

though, the first two thirds were the best stuff I've read in ages.”

WhiteHorses, “Special. The book is special. The characters well chosen. In a way, the River

is a character, an ever present powerful one in the same way that Egdon Heath is in Thomas

Hardy's, the Return of The Native. He mixes his styles from descriptive to poetic to mystical

and uses the callous iceberg on one occasion to great effect. Heller is a real talent and, this

book a most enjoyable experience.  I will read  it again.  Special.”

MR D JONES, “Good read. Enjoying the book and raced through to the end. Don't want to give

anything away but I was expecting more of a twist, or twists, in the tale (not quite sure about

how to put it but felt there was more of a story in some of the characters that wasn't

exploited)... so feel ever so disappointed. Well written and get you get the sense of the

wilderness and the river and the sense of impending danger really well.”

The writerman, “Two men and a canoe get more than they bargained for.. A well written story

with very believable characters. The wild, remote river setting felt authentic and the description

of the camping life made me want to be there. When new people entered the story the tension

built up just right for a very exciting read.”

The book by Peter Heller has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 3,451 people have provided feedback.
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